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over the years, i have been fortunate to have the trust of our customers in 
designing their dinner. We achieved this, in great part, through seasonal tasting 
menus featured at the restaurant. But the real fun started when guests would 
simply say, “Just let him cook for us.” our goal was to tighten the relationship 
between the restaurant and the client. once we began to learn more about our 
customers’ personal interests, we began to more truly cultivate an intimate 
connection with them. This allowed us, in turn, to utilize smaller amounts of 
unique seasonal products—quantities that otherwise would have been too small 
to put on our menus because of Mother nature.

next, our sommeliers introduced the same concept with their wine selections and 
began using their unique relationships with winemakers to create special pairing 
experiences for our guests. A customized dinner performance like this requires 
that the chef pay attention and record the diner’s response to his dishes and the 
techniques employed, until he has accomplished the customer’s highest level of 
personal interest and joy. To achieve this means a commitment to being in the 
kitchen at all times, and watching every plate come back (hopefully) clean. i’ve 
had this relationship for many years, and i am very excited and proud to once 
again develop this dialogue between the chef and guest.

summer is here! With it comes wild ramps, local morels, live Maine sweet shrimp, 
and Cooperstown baby lamb, to name just a few. you can find these new items on 
our summer menu. 

Herbal blessings and happy summer!

david Bouley

at bouley restaurant, centuries-old doors 
have been restored to their original glory 
by master craftsmen. Marks and grooves 

hold the secrets to each door’s individual 
story and history; their heritage is sealed 

with every fresh layer of varnish. these 
doors have now found new hinges to 

hang on at bouley restaurant—opening a 
new chapter in their stories.  
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Making arrangements

Chef david bouley’s fervor in the kitchen is matched only by his passion for 
flowers, personally crafting each arrangement found at the restaurant. time 
permitting, bouley makes special trips to silamar farm, his favorite flower 

grower as well as a source for fresh, seasonal produce. there he handpicks 
both the flowers displayed in bouley restaurant and the vegetables for his 
dishes. Just like plating a final dish, bouley pays as much attention to the 

vessel that will receive his floral creations to ensure the perfect visual match, 
such as the antique copper pots showcased in the dining room.

longtime friend and silimar farm owner Julie schroeder delights in her  
walks with bouley through the fields, where he often describes his  

floral arrangements and how he prepares each of the fresh  
ingredients she grows on the farm.
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Prized Purveyors

silamar farm 

5744 route 22 

Millerton, new York 

518.789.3067

silaMar farM 
Silamar Farm was purchased in 1963 by “two young nonfarm innocents,” says Julie 

Schroeder, one half of the duo with her husband, Harry. At that time, the 100-year-old 
dairy barn was completely renovated to accommodate a milking herd of 40 cows and 

replacement animals.

through the years, Julie and Harry’s children sold 
sweet corn, originally from a red radio flyer wagon 
and later from a hay wagon parked along the side 
of route 22, which bisects the farm near Miller-
ton, new York. The types of produce sold from the 
wagon grew along with three daughters and one 
son. Asparagus, pumpkins, and potatoes were 
added, followed by cut flowers, bedding plants, 
small fruits, herbs, more vegetables, and Christ-
mas trees over a span of the next 40 years. The 
wagon has evolved into two modest greenhouses 
and a permanent farm-stand building, but many 
of their wares are still displayed on farm wagons. 
Locally produced artisanal cheeses, stone fruits, 
baked goods, and ice cream are also now avail-
able. 

Today, the farm remains a strictly family business. 
“Silamar” is derived from the names Aram and 
Lisa, the children the Schroeders arrived with. 
Subsequent children were named Sara and Lara, 
derived from the farm name to preclude sibling 
rivalry. Until they left home, each of the Schroeder 
children worked the farm and sold produce and 
other farm goods during their vacations. In a 
pinch, they still help. The Schroeders’ five grand-
children also work with them on the farm when-
ever they are available, doing everything and  
anything, though it is unlikely that any of them will 
continue working the farm. 

The farm stand and their “best” lands can be 
found right next to a busy highway, with no buffer 
between the road and the crops that grow on both 
sides. Travelers literally drive through their fields, 
and customers routinely take photos of children or 
sweethearts in the foreground. Some of the photos 

end up as Christmas cards—their daughter even 
received such a card from friends who had no idea 
it was the farm she grew up on. The scenic hilltop 
area of the farm, not visible from the stand area, 
has been the site of numerous informal weddings, 
and even funerals.

“Perhaps the most unique thing about the farm, 
and highly anecdotal, is that there is something 
about our soil that makes everything taste better—
one can taste the goodness of the earth,” Julie 
explains. “This may be true, but we like to think 
that the freshness of the product and the plant 
varieties grown also contribute. We sell mostly to 
customers who stop at the stand, some of whom 
have shopped here for 40 years or more; a few 
even remember the little red child’s wagon. We 
only sell to a few favored chefs—both in the area 
and in New York City—whom I consider kindred 
spirits, who appreciate quality and only the best-
tasting produce and fruit.”

David Bouley has been a customer for many years. 
“I do enjoy wandering through the fields with him, 
selecting various items,” Julie says. “He will tell 
me what he uses each item for and how he pre-
pares it. He shares my love of flowers and delights 
in selecting those to be cut as we walk amongst 
the sea of blossoms.”

During summer months, Silamar Farm provides 
Chef Bouley with asparagus, rhubarb, herbs, hari-
cot verts, onions, leeks, small and large fruits, cut 
flowers, plants, regular and cherry tomatoes, corn, 
and more. Because of the distance from New York 
City, it is often catch-as-catch-can.

“Everything 
I grow is my 
favorite. I will 
not grow or sell 
anything that I 
don’t enjoy. I am 
afraid that I am a 
food snob. Good 
food properly 
prepared is 
one of my 
obsessions.”



Leblon_Haute_Life.indd   1 4/13/09   12:35 PM
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Prized Purveyors

thyme on their Hands
Swiss-born Maria Binder’s interest in herbs has grown over time, but the passion for 
cultivating the best possible produce was there right from the beginning. 

in 1976, she started binder farm in sayville, new 
York, growing just a few herbs and vegetables 
that she sold straight out of the back of her station 
wagon before slowly graduating to a van and, now, 
a commercial truck. A few years in, she met David 
Bouley at the Union Square Greenmarket, and he 
became not only a satisfied customer but also a 
friend. 

These days, Binder makes it to Union Square only 
about once a month, leaving the market duties to her 
daughter, Danielle, and son-in-law, Chris. In years 
past, such was the relationship that Bouley would 
jump behind the table and take over the stand for 
Binder whenever she needed a break. And during 
the winter months, when she was not at the market, 
Binder would hop in her van and hand-deliver boxes 
full of herbs grown especially for Bouley. 

David Bouley and Maria Binder have had a decades-
old love affair with golden lemon thyme. She declares 
it by far her favorite herb, and Bouley so cherishes 
Binder’s thyme that at one point he had the plants 
on display right alongside his prized wine collection 
at the downstairs cellar at his restaurant. Binder’s 

herbs are still a valued component of Bouley’s dishes, 
and are now also available at Bouley Market. 

Their relationship is full of mutual admiration: Bouley 
has never found golden lemon thyme that expresses 
such essence as those cultivated by Binder, and 
Binder is always in awe of the flavor Bouley is 
able to extract from her product. Through the 
intersecting worlds of farmer and chef, the common 
denominator here being the golden lemon thyme, 
Binder and Bouley are each dedicated to their 
respective crafts—she on the farm, and he behind 
the stoves. This bond perfectly illustrates the power 
of a culinary connection and shows the importance 
of ingredients—in this case herbs, which are really 
just plants whose leaves or flowers impart more 
flavor than substance. 

Asked about the best part of their relationship, 
Binder does not hesitate: “Oh, that we are good 
friends, Dave and I.” And when the essence of each 
ingredient is as important as it is to David Bouley, it 
pays to have good friends like Maria Binder on the 
farm.

7

an essential ingredient for 
bouley bakery & Market is to 
develop a network of purveyors 
of fine products, such as the 
fresh-herb pots from binder 
farm that are available there.

Leblon_Haute_Life.indd   1 4/13/09   12:35 PM

binder farm products are available at the Union square greenmarket on saturdays.
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Historic Artisan

opening doors
Before construction of the new restaurant, David Bouley made a special trip to Provence to see 

Christian Seille. He selected five antique doors, the oldest being a “petrified,” studded door from 1450, 
which has found a new home as the entrance to the wine cellar. Bouley actually started the building 

plans with the doors as the first elements, and then the architecture was designed around them.

entering the door to Christian seille’s workshop is 
a little like walking into a giant history book, where 
every door there is a page—a page from, and a door 
into, the past. 

Only seven people in France remain in the highly 
specialized sector of restoring antique doors. And 
while Christian Seille can’t really remember what 
started his fascination with doors, to this day, after 
each restoration, he still finds the same gratification 
that he felt the very first time. “It’s a very unique 
sensation,” he says. “All at once, I have the satis-
faction of restoring the beauty of a door as well as 
preserving the heritage of our ancestors.”

Being a woodworker is not enough to be able to 
restore old doors; it is necessary to have taste and 
a knowledge of art history. “My father was very pas-
sionate about history,” remembers Seille. “Maybe 
that’s what influenced me.” 

Inside the store, customers discover the “finished 
product,” entirely restored and refinished doors. 
Among the more traditional antiquities are all types 
of doors hung on the wall, arranged by period and 
style. Here you can find a Moroccan door from the 
19th century; a little further along, a beautiful ex-
ample of work from Lorraine; even further, a mag-
nificent Louis XIV–style entry door from a private 
home in Valence, showcasing a lion’s-head door-
knob. The most sought-after doors are those made 
in Provence from the 17th to 18th centuries.

At 1,001 Portes, antique doors are crafted “on de-
mand,” showcasing turnkey workmanship. “The 
store is a little like a window into our know-how!” 
explains Seille. “Because, in fact, we practically 

never sell a product as is. It is always necessary to 
adapt the doors to the specific requests of clients. 
We never have the right size, the right finish, or the 
right wood, for example.” 

Heading toward the warehouse, customers will 
come upon a quasi-limitless inventory spanning 
almost five centuries of history. Every door is a wit-
ness to its period, right down to its “wounds.” Each 
tells the story of its existence and showcases the 
work of artisans from another time. “My woodwork-
ers and I can tell if a certain door has already been 
restored once or several times,” says Seille. “There 
is often a dated inscription from the craftsman who 
did the work, or simply a coin that allows us to tell 
what period it was performed in. To that, I add my 
signature with the name of the woodworker who 
helped restore it, a stamp of the store, and the date, 
for future generations to see.”

Every door in the warehouse is inscribed in chalk 
with a date. In a corner, one modestly shows 1450. 
Several steps away is displayed an Art Deco win-
dow door, already bought by a Japanese client. In 
the heart of the workshop, woodworkers repair the 
ravages of time without taking away from the doors’ 
original glory. 

“When we take a door apart, we have to be very 
careful to measure everything, because in the past, 
each piece was made by hand,” explains Seille. “A 
complete restoration can take up to a week. Half 
of what makes a restoration a complete success is 
working with a piece made up of old wood and an-
tique ironwork.” Talent and love of the work more 
than make up the rest.
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what has Chef david bouley’s heart on a string? although 
he fawns over the best-available seasonal ingredients, is in 
adoration of custom Japanese knives, and is euphoric over 
the idea of perfectly paired wines with his dishes, the real 
key to his culinary heart is his Molteni stove. 
Bouley first fell in love with the ovens in 1970s, when he trained in France on 
“the Bentley of stoves,” as he affectionately calls them. Today, he makes them the 
centerpiece of his restaurants’ kitchens.

A virtual self-sufficient island, these airtight ovens are equipped with everything for a 
multicuisine restaurant: hot plates, with the ultimate consistency in degrees of heat; 
heating surfaces for portable steamers; cooking zones, ranging from warming and 
simmering to searing; burners with firebrick insulation, and room for water baths 
underneath to keep food moist; spaces to store everything, from garnish to sauces; 
and areas to cut vegetables and mise en place (literally “putting in place”). And all 
cooking functions of the worktop can be custom organized.

Although the process to acquire this benchmark stove sounds like it could be 
complicated, for Bouley it starts with a casual conversation between the chef and 
the manufacturer, allowing the designers of the French-made appliance to bring 
to life on paper the specific needs of the chef. The plans are then executed in 
painstaking detail by highly skilled craftsmen in the French village of Saint-Vallier. 
Adding a Molteni to any kitchen is a feat in itself, and many would say the kitchen 
then evolves around the stove, not the other way around. Owning a Molteni is a 
complete experience—and that’s exactly how the founder, Joseph Molteni, wanted 
it to be. He approached every singular production of his ovens with an unparalleled 
dedication to perfection, much like the chefs he created them for approach each 
individual ingredient with respect, in harmony with the whole dish.

Considering that Mr. Molteni first started making ovens in the 1930s, it is amazing 
how groundbreaking they remain in today’s modern kitchen in both purpose and 
function. His foresight was remarkable, almost visionary, in terms of weathering 
the changes over time in the combustibles that fuel the stove. His original model, 
the home “boiler oven” that combined cooking, heating, and the production of hot 
water, was created at the start of the central-heating era. He later transformed it 
into a professional oven made of cast iron, aluminum, and bronze. With the advent 
of gas and electricity, he tweaked his creation, safety always his first concern, and 
pioneered such designs as a central-gas oven with cross-chambers. And he was 
careful to hire staff that shared his enthusiasm for the product. In his quest to create 
the best-looking, longest-lasting stove, and achieve overall customer satisfaction, 
Mr. Molteni was known for such antics as climbing up onto the oven doors to test 
the durability of the equipment. 

All things considered, anticipating the needs of individual chefs seems almost 
rudimentary in the scheme of all the changes Mr. Molteni projected over the years. 
But he forever changed the art of cooking in the kitchen by installing ovens in the 
middle of the kitchen—ovens that, by design, are nothing less than an ergonomic 
wonder. The handsome solid-steel structure with a nearly endless life cycle is not 
only aesthetically pleasing, but also especially valued for its flat, open worktop 
that allows easy communication between all parties in the kitchen. The Molteni is 
certainly enough to make any chef’s heart sing.

Molteni:  
the Heart of a kitchen

like a maestro at the symphony, Chef david bouley 
orchestrates his battery of copper cookware to produce 

harmonious masterpieces for his audience to savor.
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e. deHillerin
Entering this famous Parisian landmark is like 
opening the doors into the world’s greatest kitchen 
cupboard—which is why professional chefs and 
dedicated home cooks from all over make the 
obligatory pilgrimage. E. Dehillerin is a wonderment 
of culinary utensils and cookware crowded into a 
seemingly small space. Customers may see it as 
cluttered and discombobulating, but the “blue 
coats” that curate the store think of it as beautifully 
organized chaos.

Founded by Eugene Dehillerin in 1820 and 
today run by the family’s fifth generation, this 
culinary treasure trove, located in Paris’s First 
Arrondissement, is tricky to find and even harder 
to leave. It’s not only the shelves upon shelves of 
glistening pots that beckon—if anything, narrow 
hallways and rows of groaning, uneven stacks can 
impede your search—but also the sheer breadth of 
diversity you will find: knives of every material in all 
sizes, mortars and pestles, terrines, oyster serving 
dishes, crêpe pans, crème brûlée ramekins, razor-
sharp mandolines, walls of cast-iron cookware, and 
copper—plenty of copper. As you wander through 
this maze of serious tools for serious cooks, it’s 
easy to fall under its spell—the only challenge is 
having a kitchen large enough in which to store 
them all.

Cooking witH Copper pots
the allure of cooking with copper is found in the properties of the material itself. Copper is, hands 

down, the best metal for heat conductivity, dispensing heat so consistently that it allows more 

control over the entire cooking process.

Copper was discovered more than 10,000 years ago, the first metal to be mined and crafted. in 

early civilizations, it was used primarily for making weapons, tools, art objects, and ornaments. 

primitive blacksmiths were probably the first to learn of its heating properties when they 

“recooked” it before pounding it into new shapes.

good copper cookware is literally worth its weight—and the heavier, the better. a simple copper-

coated pan is certainly lighter but not nearly as effective. Copper allows precise temperatures 

to be reached more evenly and quickly than any other metal, eliminating hot spots, preserving 

nutritional values, and respecting flavors and aromas. since the heat transfer in copper is 

also more efficient than other materials, preheating is not necessary, requiring less energy for 

cooking. because food does not stick to copper, the pans are easy to clean. and although a 

shimmering battery of copper pots hanging on a kitchen is a thing of beauty, aged copper also 

has its aesthetic appeal and cooks just as well as newer cookware.



Carneros
A unique cool climate appellation straddling the southernmost parts of Napa and 
Sonoma counties. The San Pablo Bay and nearby Pacifi c Ocean create the fog, wind, 
and moderate temperatures that give the region its maritime climate. Carneros enjoys 
a long, moderate growing season that allows the grapes to mature slowly and evenly, 
resulting in balanced fruit still rich in color, fl avor, and acidity.
 
Buena Vista Carneros
A leading Carneros appellation winery offering visionary, handcrafted cool climate 
wines from its Ramal Vineyard estate. Buena Vista Carneros is a leader in cool climate 
Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Merlot and Syrah. Winemaker Jeff Stewart crafts wines with 
remarkable depth, complexity and fl avor – the true expression of Carneros. 
 

Cool climate masters specializing in fruit forward Pinot Noir and Chardonnay.

Hand crafted, complex wines from a diverse selection of estate owned vineyards.

Dedicated to the exploration of Carneros vineyard diversity through multiple soil types, 

root stock exploration and clonal selections.

BVC AD Bouley 11_03_08 8x11 3 .indd   1 11/6/08   11:01:28 AMUntitled-1   1 11/6/08   2:06:14 PM
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Under Pressure
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Test Kitchen

the modern practice of sous vide got its start in 
the 1970s, when french Chef Claude troisgros was 
looking for a way to minimize product loss when 
cooking foie gras, which can lose up to 50 percent 
of its original weight. His experiments, with the help 
of another chef, Georges Pralus, who had the idea 
of wrapping the foie gras in multiple layers of plastic 
and cooking it at a slightly lower temperature, paid 
off: the foie gras lost only about 5 percent of its 
weight. 

Around the same time as Troisgros’s success, food 
scientist Bruno Goussault was working with sous 
vide techniques on an industrial level as a method 
for improving the tenderness of roast beef. He 
discovered that if hermetically sealed in a specially 
designed pouch and then slowly cooked at a lower 
temperature, the roast beef showed little signs 
of shrinkage, retained more juices, had a better 
texture, and was more evenly done throughout than 
when conventionally prepared. The flavor of the 
roast beef was also notably enhanced.

In the early 1980s, Goussault trained many of 
Michelin’s three-star chefs in Europe on the sous 
vide technique, and even started a training center in 
France. In 1989, a company now known as Cuisine 
Solutions hired Goussault to create a system for 
high-quality sous vide food on an industrial scale. By 
the late 1990s, realizing vacuum-packed cooking 
still suffered from a public stigma, Goussault took it 
upon himself to train top chefs in the United States 
to improve the public perception of sous vide.

Today, Goussault is often called in to help chefs 
perfect their technique. He teaches them how to not 
only use sous vide but also understand the science 
behind it. Where Auguste Escoffier organized the 
way chefs cook, dividing the professional kitchen 
into stations for sauces, cold foods, sautéing, 
pastry, and so forth, Goussault reprogrammed the 
approach to temperature, technique, and taste—a 
chef’s fundamental understanding of cooking.

More and more chefs worldwide are embracing 
sous vide in the preparation of a vast array of 
dishes. Through this method, meats cook evenly 
and uniformly, producing remarkably tender results; 
and in this oxygen-free environment, vegetables and 
fruits retain their color, flavor, and nutrients, instead 
of becoming lost in the cooking water or atmosphere, 
resulting in carrots that taste more like carrots and 
apples that taste more like apples. Foods may cook 
at various temperatures throughout different phases 
of the sous vide process—depending on thickness, 
fish might cook in less than 30 minutes, while meats 
can take as long as 72 hours. 

A piece of beef cooked sous vide will be unlike any 
piece of beef from a sauté pan or broiler. With that 
method, the outside texture is crispy and charred, 
almost sweet and caramelized, and when you slice 
the meat, you’ll notice that the steak is cooked 
through right next to that char, nearly gray and a 
little tough. As you move closer to the middle of 
the meat, it becomes less cooked—more pink, 
more tender—until you get to that sweet spot in the 
center, what chefs refer to as “the bull’s eye.” 

With sous vide, the entire steak is the bull’s eye. 
The meat is at an ideal doneness from the outside 
edge all the way through, and all that’s left to do 
is quickly sear the meat. The “art” of sous vide is 
in determining the perfect core temperature you’ll 
need to reach in order to achieve the desired taste 
and textures. Once that is established, you can cook 
food to perfection each and every time.

Cooking sous vide provides a number of other 
advantages and has become an important tool 
for seasoning, marinating, and curing foods. The 
hermetic seal created intensifies flavors, the closed 
cooking environment inhibiting flavor volatiles from 
escaping into the air. Not only do vegetable and 
meats retain their flavors, but chefs can also scale 
back on seasonings.

While you’ll seldom see the words sous vide on the menu, this cooking technique is employed 
more often than you’d think. French for “under vacuum,” sous vide is a process by which food 
is vacuum-sealed in a pouch and then slowly cooked at gentle temperatures. As a result, foods 

become tender without losing their original colors, nutrients, or textures.

brUno goUssaUlt teaches chefs the proper techniques in order to obtain certification. Chefs who want to use sous vide 
in their kitchens must have a Hazard analysis Critical Control point (HaCCp) plan approved by the department of Health. 
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Recipes

ingredients

1 can good-quality coconut milk

3 oz mushroom water (recipe 
below)

1 tsp grated lime zest

1 tsp fresh ginger juice

2 oz chopped tarragon

2 oz wild mushrooms (recipe 
below)

4–6 oz arugula or bibb lettuce 
(per person)

parmesan cheese, sliced into 
fine sheets

1 tsp chive oil

ingredients

1 leek, sliced in half and then 
thinly sliced 

3 garlic cloves, finely diced

2 lbs yellow Yukon potatoes, 
sliced on a mandoline to 1/8 
inch

6 oz good Italian dried prunes, 
flattened slightly for layering

2 cups half-and-half

2 oz chopped parsley

1/2 tsp nutmeg, ground

salt and freshly ground black 
pepper

Mushroom and Rocket Salad with 
Fresh Parmesan and Mushroom, 
Coconut, and Tarragon Dressing

Yukon Potato and Prune Gratin with Sautéed Leeks

for tHe wild MUsHrooMs:

Place all mushrooms in a saucepan with the garlic and 

the bay leaf, and pour in enough olive oil to cover the 

mushrooms. Cook on medium heat and bring to boil. Boil 

for 1 minute, then reduce heat and simmer for 2 minutes. 

Allow oil to cool before removing mushrooms with a 

slotted spoon, and reserve. This is a great way to preserve 

the flavor and texture of wild mushrooms, and they will 

last between a week and a week and a half or more. They 

can be reheated or eaten cold.

MUsHrooM water:

Wash mushrooms well and add to a large saucepot with 

water. On low heat, simmer down until reduced by 95 

percent, until you have a fragrant black truffle aroma. 

Pour into ice-cube trays and freeze for future use.

Boil coconut milk down by half. Add mushroom water, 

lime zest, ginger, and tarragon. Whisk together. Heat up 

mushrooms in this sauce. Meanwhile, prepare lettuce 

bed on a large plate. Spread warm mushrooms on top. 

Add fine sheets of parmesan. Drizzle with chive oil.

MetHod:

Sauté sliced leek lightly in olive oil. Add chopped garlic 

and reserve.

Lightly oil a baking dish with sides that are at least 3 

inches high.

Add a teaspoon of the leek and garlic mixture to the 

baking dish, and layer the potatoes until 1/2-inch thick. 

Add a layer of prunes, and more of the leek and garlic 

mixture. Continue layering until all have been used up.

Mix half-and-half with parsley, nutmeg, salt, and pepper. 

Pour over the top of the potato gratin and bake at 325ºF 

degrees for about 45 minutes or until soft.

wild MUsHrooMs

6 oz shitake mushrooms, 
stems removed

6 oz hon shimeji 
mushrooms, washed and 
dried

6 oz porcini mushrooms, 
stems peeled

olive oil

garlic

bay leaf

The Bouley Apple Martini 

MUsHrooM water

3 lbs white button 
mushrooms

2 gallons water
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Cocktail

15

The Bouley Apple Martini 

simple syrup

1 cup water

1 cup sugar

1/4 cup lemon juice

In a small saucepan, 
bring water and sugar 
to boil. Simmer until 
sugar is dissolved, about 
3 minutes. Remove 
from heat and let cool 
completely. Add lemon 
juice.

apple Chip

Slice one green apple 
very thin using a 
mandoline. Soak slices 
for 5 minutes in simple 
syrup mixture. Remove, 
and lay flat on a nonstick 
baking mat. Cook for 1 
hour at 190ºF. Remove 
and let cool.

Martini

2 oz Smirnoff vodka

2 oz green-apple purée 
(or Ravifruit, found in 
specialty food stores)

1 splash vermouth

1/2 shot of simple syrup

Combine and shake well. 
Strain into frozen martini 
glass, and garnish with an 
apple chip. Enjoy!

the welcoming aroma of the fresh-picked apples that perfectly align the racks of the vestibule at bouley 
restaurant has inspired the creation of a fragrant, apple-infused signature cocktail.

2009   Bouley
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Building a Neighborhood Spot
Tribeca

bouley bakery & Market has become a neighborhood destination 
where some families come in up to three times a day. the staff 

often witness a family’s expansion—from a mother’s pregnancy to 
elementary school and beyond. one neighborhood kindergarten class, 
p.s. 234, recently took a class trip to bouley to meet manager kerstin 

kleber when they were studying about bakeries, and learned about the 
different job positions (from bakers to stockers), cooking utensils, and 
types of products made there. the experience of going to a real bakery 
first and then actually making cupcakes and other baked goods in the 

classroom gave the kids a real hands-on appreciation of how things 
work. their project culminated with the class setting up a mock bakery 
at school, where each student was given a “job” inspired by what they 
had learned. kerstin was invited to observe their accomplishments and 

was both delighted and impressed by what she saw.

in addition to the fresh-baked 
goods, the bakery and cafe 

features house-made soups, 
salads, and sandwiches; hot and 

cold beverages, including coffee, 
cappuccino, teas, iced teas, and 

juices; and, of course, a full range 
of desserts.

guillaume phivet at the bouley Market  
organic garden bar.
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Bouley Restaurant 

163 Duane Street  

New York, NY 10013

 

Tel: 212.964.2525

HauteNotes From the publisher, Haute Notes is about the discovery of all things innovative  

and exciting in food and wine, art and design, and style and travel. Visit hautenotes.com.

Locations

Brush Stroke 

30 Hudson Street  

New York, NY 10013

  

Tel: 212.791.3771

Test Kitchen 

By appointment only 

88 West Broadway  

New York, NY 10007

Tel: 212.962.2902

Private Events & Catering

Danielle Falcone  

danielle@bouleynyc.com

Tel: 212.962.2902
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log onto davidbouley.com 
to sign up for our seasonal 
newsletter. subscribers will have 
the opportunity to receive a gift 
certificate redeemable at Bouley 
Bakery & Market. details will 
be included in the upcoming 
newsletter.

Bouley Magazine Vol.5

Bouley Upstairs 

130 West Broadway  

New York, NY 10013

  

Tel: 212.219.1011

Bouley Bakery &  

Market 

120 West Broadway  

New York, NY 10013

Tel: 212.219.1011

HauteMiXoloGy

HauteNotewoRtHy

Made to taste.CoM

MadeToTaste.com is an online shopping destination 
that offers a curated selection of chef-created 
and chef-related products. Imagine shopping in a 
chef’s pantry for food products, kitchen tools and 
accessories, and cookbooks! MadeToTaste.com also 
features chef demonstration videos, recipes, and wine 
and cocktail pairings.  

HUdson ValleY fresH

Hudson Valley Fresh is a not-for-profit dairy 
cooperative dedicated to preserving the agricultural 
heritage of the Hudson River Valley. By supporting 
sustainable agriculture, they have made it their mission 
to secure living wages for farmers and their families 
and to ensure a fair price for Hudson Valley farmers’ 
goods in order to keep those farmers in business. Look 
for the Hudson Valley Fresh logo and for the premium-
quality dairy products: whole, skim, low-fat, and 
chocolate milk along with half-and-half, heavy cream, 
and sour cream. Visit hudsonvalleyfresh.com.

Hautetaste

tHe CaipiriñHa

rocks glass

2 oz. Leblon Cachaça 

1/2 lime 

2 tsp superfine sugar 

Cut the lime into four wedges. Muddle the lime and 
sugar in a shaker. Fill the shaker with ice and add 
Leblon Cachaça. Shake vigorously. Serve in a rocks 
glass. Garnish with a slice of lime.

kastania organiCs

Kastania Organics specializes in Greek organic foods 
and has launched a line of unique products. They 
are firmly committed to the organic, no preservative 
credo. Kastania Organics Yiayia’s Yogurt comes with 
fresh fruit, including strawberries, blueberries, and 
pomegranate, and toppings like agave and walnuts, 
açai gel, and honey with granola. They also have a 
unique line of olive oils, including a limited private 
stock that is estate grown in Kastania, Greece. The 
owner personally attends to the task of picking and 
pressing the olives in February, assuring you of a first 
cold-press extra-virgin olive oil with a bite for serious 
olive oil devotees. Later this year, they will have a line 
of honey, spices, tsai, chamomile, and soft pasteli, 
which come from high atop Mt. Taygetos, home of 
the ancient Spartans. For more information, visit 
kastaniaorganics.com.






